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 welcome  
Thank you for purchasing the MEAP Edition of Voice Applications with Alexa and Google 
Assistant. I hope that you’ll come out of this book with the knowledge to build our own 
Alexa skills and Google Assistant apps. To get the most out of this book, you’ll want to 
have some experience programming JavaScript, though you don’t need to have ever 
programmed for a voice-first platform. 

Voice-first has exploded in popularity in recent years. Since the release of the Amazon 
Echo, we’ve seen new devices released for Google Assistant and Cortana with HomePod 
(for Siri) not far behind and forthcoming devices rumored from Facebook and Samsung. 
Third-party extensions to these devices have come rapidly, too. Over 2017, there has been 
an increase of five-times the number of skills available for Alexa. 

In this book, you will learn both the code necessary to build these voice applications and 
what it takes to create a voice UI that users will come back to. This is a different skill from 
UI design for the web and mobile, and it necessitates its own knowledge. You will take this 
new voice UI knowledge and bring it into the code itself. 

Making Alexa speak is a lot of fun—you can always see in developers’ eyes the first time 
Alexa says something that they have coded. But we’ll go deeper. You’ll learn how to adjust 
the way Alexa speaks and how to pull in external audio to set your skill apart with sound 
effects. You’ll also learn how to leverage the multi-modal functionality of Alexa, bringing 
the responses beyond voice and onto the screen. 

We will focus primarily on the leading Alexa platform throughout the book. The 
principles are the same across the platforms, and I will also point out the differences where 
they arise. In later sections, you will learn how to build an “Alexa in the Browser” and how 
to build apps for the Google Assistant platform. 

With the MEAP Edition, you get a book that is a work-in-progress. (This includes, as you 
see, some of the illustrations which appear as hand drawings in this release but which will 
be replaced with higher-quality artwork in a future release.) You can shape where this book 
goes, and I hope you will take advantage of that opportunity. Please share your questions 
and feedback in the book’s forum. Let me know if I’m addressing what you’re hoping to 
learn, if my explanations are clear, and what you like (or don’t) in the book. I will be there, 
reading and interacting.  

 
Thank you again, and I look forward to seeing what you build. 
—Dustin A Coates 
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1
This chapter covers:

The best technologies come to our lives in two ways: gradually, and then suddenly. This

is how it went with voice. For decades we dreamt of computers with whom we could

speak. We gradually got some of that, though particularly domain-specific and not

something most people interacted with daily. And then, all of a sudden, a product came

from Amazon that has millions of people wondering how they ever got by without it. The

Echo brought voice-first computing to our daily lives.

If you’re reading this book, you’re probably already aware of the draw of voice-first

platforms. Perhaps you even have a voice-first device, like an Amazon Echo or Google

Home, in your living room. Because of this, it can be difficult to remember just how out

there the idea of voice-first was when Amazon announced the Echo a few years back. If

you were to look at articles commenting on the announcement and count how many

paragraphs until you see a variation of the phrase no one saw this coming, you wouldn’t

get far.

Building on voice-first platforms means to focus on the big players in voice-first today:

Amazon, Google, and Microsoft. These are the companies that have opened their

Introduction to Voice First

What voice first is
Designing for voice
How computers listen to speech
How computers speak
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platforms to developer-driven extensions and allowed us to build with voice what we

want to see. There are other tools, as we’ll see, but these are the ones that most

developers look to first.

NOTE You have probably already noticed that Apple is not listed here. While Siri
is a globally popular digital assistant and HomePod is sure to be a
successful product, Apple has not decided to open it up to third-party
developers.

Voice-control is far from a new idea. Not only have we seen it as long as there have been

computers in pop culture (see: , , ), but most of us have beenThe Jetsons Star Trek 2001

interacting with it for years. Don’t believe me? Call your bank or favorite airline and ask

yourself with what you’re interacting—and how.

This book is written for software developers—either through hobby or through

trade—who have intermediate JavaScript skills, know their way around Node.js, are

familiar with JavaScript package managers (like NPM and Yarn), can navigate the

command line, and have a basic knowledge of cloud computing and networking. By the

end of the book, the reader will know how to design voice interfaces that users enjoy

using, the conceptual underpinnings of building for voice, and how to develop these

experiences on voice-first platforms. They will also understand the idea that supports

everything else in designing a useful voice application: voice applications exist to help

users complete their goals more efficiently, by passing data between conversational

actors and using conversational best practices that have evolved over millenia.

Voice-first platforms are still in the nascent days, but they’re growing quickly. Think

back to the first apps on iOS and Android and compare that environment to the App Store

and Play Store today. Voice has the same opportunity, and the growth in the number of

homes that have a voice-first device show that people are eager for a new way to interact

with their computers.

Voice-first platforms have two defining characteristics. First, they are interacted with

primarily through voice. Second, they are open for extension by third-party developers.

Compare the phone-tree systems of your bank to what a user can do on the Amazon

Echo. The options are, quite literally, limitless. Instead of the rigid structure we saw

before, we now can have a more natural conversation:

1.1 What is Voice-First?
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"Alexa, ask Mega Bank to give me my balance."

"You currently have one thousand and four dollars in your checking account and two

hundred sixteen in savings. Would you like to make a transfer?"

"No, thank you."

"Alright, have a great day!"

NOTE There’s a difference between the interactive voice response (IVR)
systems—what you interact with when calling your bank—of the past and
the voice-first platforms of today. Those automated IVR systems are
constrained compared to what we’re now working with. You know how it
is:

"Thank you for calling Mega Bank. Please say balance to check your
balance, please say pay bill to pay a bill, or say representative to speak
with a representative."

These systems are designed for a tiny pool of choices and responses.
Their ultimate goal is to get the caller to follow a decision tree to the
desired outcome.

Not only can voice-first devices perform built-in functions, they can also search the web

or take advantage of apps created specifically for the platform--"skills" in Alexa and

Cortana parlance. This is the big difference between classical IVR systems and

voice-first: voice-first brings the web to voice.

Voice assistants have been around before the Amazon Echo, for sure. Siri has been on

iOS devices since 2011, Google Assistant has been on Android phones in one form or

another for years, and Cortana comes bundled with the Xbox and Windows. What you’ll

learn in this book will teach directly how to code for Alexa and Google Assistant, but it

will also change how you think about interactions. You have likely come from platforms

that rely on visual representation, which are secondary or absent with voice-first.

A useful way to think about it is that voice-first shifts the burden away from the user and

to the developers and designers. Think about all of the ways we "help" users on the web

and compare it to how we must do the same thing with voice-first. With voice-first, we

can’t provide as much guidance, so getting it right the first time is even more important.

An example is search results. On the web, you generally see a list of results—the famous

"ten blue links"--on Google. With voice, no one wants to sit and listen to ten results to

get what they want. There’s a higher standard for skill builders to reach.
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To be clear: voice-first is not voice-only. With the Echo Show, the addition of Alexa to

televisions, and Google’s connection of Google Home with the Chromecast, voice-first is

increasingly becoming multi-modal—using multiple forms of interaction such as voice

and display. This addition opens new opportunities for developers who want to bring new

functionality to users while still maintaining fidelity to voice as the main interaction

model.

Because this new world of voice-first platforms is all about bringing the web to voice, it

has also brought along web developers. Owing to our expertise with building APIs and

graphical user interfaces, creating voice interactions doesn’t come naturally. We can’t

simply take our web pages or apps and put them in a voice context. How do we design

for voice in a way that uses the platform strengths?

Voice user interface (VUI) design is how users interact with voice-first platforms. At

once voice is something with which most developers have little experience and one with

which they have the most experience. Every single day we have conversations from

nearly the moment we wake to when we go to bed. We’ve been conversing with others

since we were tiny, and learning from conversations since we were in the womb!

Because of this, we can often take for granted what makes a good conversation.

Thankfully, there are guidelines for us to look to that outline what makes a natural,

flowing conversation and what leads to misunderstanding and frustration. In fact, we are

well served to remember that voice is the most natural interaction mechanism we have to

interact with our computers. Think about it. How often do you swipe with your finger

when not using a smartphone or tablet? Did our ancestors regularly perform movements

that are similar to typing on a keyboard? We all know how to use our voice, however.

To build a good VUI, you want to consider what makes a good conversation partner

1.2 Designing for Voice UIs

Table 1.1 Shifting Responsibility from User to Platformm
Problem Web Solution Voice-First Solution

Pages with a
large number of
navigation
options

Hide them behind drop-downs or hamburger menus.
This says, in essence, "we couldn’t decide what’s most
important, so here, you figure out what you want."

Make the options discoverable and
intuitive.

Forms to fill out Ask users to fill out information in exactly the right
order, in exactly the right places, in exactly the right
formats.

Handle input in a natural way, considering
that what is "natural" can vary from
person-to-person.

Information
retrieval

Provide users with different options and ask them to
decide which is most relevant to their needs.

Significantly limit the number of results that
come back, often limiting it to only one
result. That result needs to be relevant, too.
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outside of a VUI setting. Then factor in the limitations posed by one-half of the

conversation being handled through code. Think about the best people you’ve interacted

with in a public setting, like a hotel concierge or a fast food clerk. They likely had a

personality that was appropriate for the setting. You would expect a bartender to be

outgoing and energetic. Bring that same personality to a nurse in an ICU and something

would seem amiss.

This person gave you the right amount of information for your inquiry, they asked for

follow-up if something wasn’t clear, and they used the context around you in service of

the conversation. Asking for the restrooms doesn’t require an answer that tells you that

there are restrooms on the first, third, fifth, and sixth floors and that there used to be

restrooms on the second but they are closed for the next month.

This conversational savant also helped you out if you got in a jam. Maybe you answered

a question in an unexpected way. If you didn’t know what to do, they gave you advice or

worked with you to formulate your question. You’ve probably experienced the

awkwardness of someone who stood there, unhelpfully looking at you while you fumbled

through your thoughts. Don’t let your VUI imitate that person.

A good VUI would look like this:

Alexa: "Hello! Welcome to Mega Bank. What do you want to do today?"

User: "Check my balance."

Alexa: "Okay, your balance is one thousand, five hundred dollars."

The list of possibilities is long, but you’ve already established that the user doesn’t know

what can be done. This does open up the possibility that a user might want to do

something that isn’t supported. The VUI can handle it at that point, by providing options

explicitly:

Alexa: "Hello! Welcome to Mega Bank. What do you want to do today?"

User: "Buy stocks."

Alexa: "Sorry, buying stocks by voice isn’t supported. You can check your balance, hear

recent transactions, or find out more about your branch. Which would you like to do?"

VUI is about anticipating and understanding the user’s intentions, guiding them through

the process, and giving them the right information and no more. In later chapters, we will

take a deep look at how we can use conversational qualities that we’ve learned from birth
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to make VUIs that users want to come back to. The first thing to do is to understand the

user. To do that, we need to see how voice-first platforms work.

How do voice-first platforms work? After all, it’s not simply a matter of speaking to the

device and hearing the response. There’s a flow of sound to information to code to text

and back to sound. This flow only has a few steps, however understanding each step will

help us understand why certain workarounds are necessary, avoid possible traps, and

enable a fuller use of the platforms. There are small differences in implementation and

flow between the different platforms, but there are more commonalities. The user’s

speech is streamed via the voice-first device to the voice-first platform, which handles the

natural language understanding (NLU) on the way in, hands it to the fulfillment

(developer-created code that contains skill-specific logic), which passes it back to the

text-to-speech portion of the platform, then streamed to the device and the user. This is,

in fact, the fundamental idea of understanding voice-first development: a mixture of

individual pieces, each handling a single step of the flow, passing data to the next piece,

and combining to build a voice experience.

Take sports fan Molly, who is a perpetual believer in her local team’s chances to win the

World Series. Molly has an Echo in her living room. Sitting on the couch, she wonders

aloud, "I wonder if Houston won the game last night?" No one’s around to answer. Then

Molly remembers something and says, "Alexa…" Immediately her Echo lights up and

begins streaming audio to the Amazon servers. "Ask Houston Baseball to tell me who

won the game last night."

1.3 Anatomy of a Voice Command
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Figure 1.1 Alexa relies on natural language understanding to answer the user’s question.

Over on Amazon’s servers, the Alexa platform begins to transform Molly’s speech into

text. Because she said "ask" after "Alexa," the platform can guess that she is wanting to

use a skill. The platform looks at Molly’s account and the skills she has enabled, trying to

find one with the invocation name "Houston Baseball." Molly enabled one, so the

platform starts to examine what the developer of the skill has provided as phrases that 

 be said to what Molly actually spoke. This list of utterances maps to what themight

developer expects a user will want to do. Another way to say this is these represent their

intended actions, or their . In the utterances, the platform finds "ResultsIntent Iintents

wonder if Houston won the game {time}." Alexa has found a close-enough match, it

belongs to the ResultsIntent and it’s a match with a slot.

A slot is like a matching group inside a regular expression. The Alexa platform looks at

the values the skill developer has provided as those that  show up in this space. Itshould

doesn’t match "yesterday" or "last week" or "the other day" but there it is: "last night."

We’ve got a match. Alexa has all the information it needs from what Molly said: the

intent (ResultsIntent) and the slot value ("last night"). It passes this—and information

about the session—to the code that the skill developer has written to handle requests.

This code is known as the fulfillment, and the developer has placed the code on AWS

Lambda using the Alexa Skills Kit Node.js SDK (ASK SDK). Because Lambda is built

to handle one-off, short-lived requests, it’s perfect for Alexa skills. The developer’s code

looks at the incoming request, sees that it is coming for the ResultsIntent, and emits an
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event for that intent. The developer wrote a handler for this intent, which is listening for

the event and corresponds the slot value "last night" to a time range in order to reach out

to another API that will grab the score of the game.

Houston has won! The fulfillment puts together a string that will say "Woohoo! Houston

beat Texas with a score of 8 to 2 last night." and sends that as JSON back to the Alexa

platform. The platform takes the text, transforms it into audio, and streams it back to

Molly, who is happy to hear that the march to October continues strong.

Let’s look at what that would look like in a generalized manner.

When we talk about voice-first, we are often talking about stand-alone devices like the

Amazon Echo, Google Home, and others. These platforms are on other devices—for

example, Google Assistant is loaded on most Android phones—but the stand-alone

nature makes interactions different. It’s easy to shout out to your Echo, "Alexa, what is

the weather going to be tomorrow?" before you go to bed. You’re unlikely to do that with

your phone that’s sitting on the other side of the room. You’ll be less sure that it can hear

you and the speaker may not be loud enough for you to hear the response.

To wake these devices, a "wake word" is used. On the Amazon Echo, you can change it,

but it comes with "Alexa" as the default, with "Echo," "Amazon," and "Computer" as the

other choices. Google actually uses wake , with "Hey Google" or "OK Google"phrases

waking the device. Siri is similar, with "Hey Siri." What sets apart the wake word is that

the recognition for it is done locally. By doing the recognition locally, the devices can

wake up quickly and potential privacy concerns can be (partially) abated. Because so

little is done locally, Amazon can develop a product like the Echo Dot with its tiny

stature. Even the full-sized Echo is mostly speakers and microphones, and only a small

portion of it is a computing unit.

The wake word works by constantly maintaining a buffer of speech. This sounds scary to

a lot of people at first, but there’s a good reason for it. Otherwise, it wouldn’t be possible

to wake just when the wake word was said. Think about it: you could say "Alexa," but

you could also say "alive," "Allegheny," or "Alex is my friend." Keeping this buffer

allows for a constant review of words and phrases for recognition.

As soon as the wake word is invoked, the device starts streaming speech over the web for

processing. Each platform uses different tooling for this process. Amazon has released

theirs as a stand-alone product called AWS Lex, Google Assistant uses Dialogflow, and

1.4 Waking the Voice-First Device
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Cortana uses LUIS. These tools are a form of what’s called natural language processing

(NLP). Let’s look at how this works.

First we should define the term: NLP is when a computer can interact with natural

language—natural language being what people speak, write, or read, like English,

French, or Hindi.

A large part of NLP is natural language understanding (NLU). How can the computer

take a free-flowing conversation and extract meaning? Thankfully we don’t need to know

how to implement the technology that powers NLU in order to build our skills. That’s

one of the boons of the rise of voice-first. We can use these existing technologies and

"plug in" our functionality, similar to how we do not need to be experts in the network

stack to build a website. For Alexa, this is chosen for us and goes directly through

Amazon. For Google Assistant, we can "bring our own," but the one most developers

beginning with the platform will use is Google’s Dialogflow. While knowing how to

implement NLU isn’t necessary, it does help to understand the general principles and

what we can control.  (Note that we are using the terms that the Alexa Skills Kit uses, but1

the principles are universal.)

Footnote 1mFor an examination of natural language understanding, you can start with Natural Language

Processing in Action from Manning Publications.

The most fundamental thing that these platforms need to know is how to transform what

the user says into text. This is a difficult problem. Before you start to put the book away,

rest assured that we won’t need to implement speech to text ourselves. But, I’m a big

believer that having a general understanding of what is happening under the hood will

help us once we start to code.

To have an insight into why this is such a difficult problem, let’s first look at what goes

into a conversation. This may seem "out there" and far too theoretical, but let’s follow

this thread a bit. A spoken conversation is made up of:

Multiple participants
Non-verbal signals
Context
Sounds

In a conversation with a voice-first device, one of the participants must be the voice-first

1.5 Introducing Natural Language Processing

1.5.1 How Speech Becomes Text
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device itself. Each participant in a conversation expects a certain set of behaviors, which

we’ll examine in chapter 2, and a computer is not exempted from these. The computer is

shielded from the non-verbal signals that bring along valuable information in

human-to-human conversations.  That makes the developer’s job of understanding2

precisely what the user wants more difficult.

Footnote 2mMorgan, Nick; Power Cues: The Subtle Science of Leading Groups, Persuading Others, and

Maximizing Your Personal Impact

Every conversation has a context. Context allows for richer conversations and for things

to go unsaid. When your boss says, "This is fine." does he mean "This is good" because

he’s laconic? Or does he mean, "I’m disappointed" because he’s not someone to express

negative emotions directly? Likewise, when a guest arrives to the wedding with a box in

her hand asking "Where can I put this?" one might say "Just on the table over there." in

place of "What would you like to put somewhere? A gift? Are you bride’s side or

groom’s side? Please answer by first saying how many items you have." or even, "What

is the box in your hand?" Simply by being at a wedding, we can assume that box is a gift.

Sometimes context has explicit components ("We need to talk about your performance

on the Gunderson account.") and it always has implicit components ("my boss is an

easy-going kind of guy").

The sounds are what most people think about when they think of communication. So part

of the computer’s job is separating sound that represents speech from other sounds.

Humans do this as well. In fact, babies starting from their very first day can tell the

difference between sounds that come from speech and other sounds.3

Footnote 3mWired for Speech: How Voice Activates and Advances the Human-Computer Relationship

Ultimately, what people in a conversation care about are not so much sounds as they do

words. But what are words? (We’re getting deeper into the theoretical world, I know!)

For most of human existence, words were a only a group of sounds that represented

something, as there was no writing (which is itself in turn primarily a group of symbols

that represent sound). A certain group of sounds represent "the large body of water over

there," while another group of sounds represented "that smaller body of water." The

sound groupings that represent a word are, in fact, an approximation. Someone from

Boston will make different sounds for "the green car" than someone from New Zealand.

An old man with a deep, gravelly voice will make different sounds than a teenage girl.

The computer needs to take these sound groupings and transform them to text, in effect 

.speech-to-text
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With each word made up of smaller sounds, the first task is to separate the smallest

component. Called phonemes, there are about 44 in the English language depending on

regional differences. With the sounds broken down, the software compares them to

sounds that it already knows and groups those together to form a word. The implication is

that speech recognition software needs a lot of training data.

Even with significant training, transforming speech to text can be difficult. Background

sounds, mumbled speech, and other factors can influence how much is ultimately

understood. As a simple example, say out loud "I want it to go away." and "I wanted to

go away." In normal speech, these sound practically identical and with background noise

it is even more difficult. Most NLU attempts to solve this problem by using statistical

models. People are generally predictable and will say some combinations of words more

than others. As an extreme example, the phrase "this towel is wet" will be more common

than "this towel is debt." For a more nuanced example, "this towel is wetter than this

one" may be more likely than "this towel is better than this one."

Once the software understands  is being said, the next step is to understand what iswhat

desired from that speech, using intents, sample utterances, and slots.

Figure 1.2 This represents the overall user goal (the intent), the intent-specific variable
information (the slot), and how it’s invoked (the utterance)

NOTE We cover slots, intents, and sample utterances in more depth in chapter
2.

When you say to your spouse, "Will you please turn off the lights in the kitchen when

you go to bed?" what do you want to happen? To us it’s obvious: we’ve trained all our

lives to derive meaning from conversations and we can tell that you want your spouse to

turn off some lights. Computers need to be told ahead of time, however, what certain

words grouped together mean.

1.5.2 Intents are the Functions of a Skill
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One way to give voice-first devices the ability to understand is through "skills" or

"actions." These can be thought of as "apps" that extend the device. Written by

third-party developers, the skills provide capabilities that weren’t previously in the device

by connecting them to external code or services.

For example, your device might have a smart home skill that is connected to your lights

so you can stop bugging your spouse. This could be a simple skill that can do only one

thing: turn off the lights. That is, shutting out the lights it its only .intent

In reality, most skills will have multiple intents. Perhaps you have beefed up your smart

home skill and so now you can:

Turn off the lights ( )TurnOffLightsIntent
Turn on the lights ( )TurnOnLightsIntent
Dim the lights ( )DimLightsIntent

Your skill now has three distinct things it can do. It has three different intents. One way

to visualize intents is to think of them as being similar to functions in our code.

Of course, conversing with a computer wouldn’t be much fun if we had to say, "Alexa,

trigger TurnOffLightsIntent" every time we wanted it done. The platforms need to know

how to know which intent we want. It knows by learning from sample utterances.

One of the beautiful things about human language is how many different ways there are

to say the same thing (even if, as we saw, some phrases are more statistically likely than

others). A novel turn of phrase, or even a different word order, makes our conversations

lively and prevents monotony from setting in. As we often see, though, what is good for

humans makes our lives more challenging as voice-first developers.

If there was only one way to say everything imaginable, we wouldn’t need intents or

sample utterances. We would say, "When a user says 'Turn out the lights' then do this."

We don’t do this, so we need to provide the system with possible ways that a user might

request an intent.

We do this through the use of sample utterances. Sample utterances are a

non-comprehensive list of phrases that a user might use to perform an action with Alexa.

These utterances are then used to train the Alexa platform by building a statistical model

that can take what the user says and match it against what you said they might say. For

example, if you have the utterances "turn up the volume" and "turn up the sound," it’s

1.5.3 Training the NLU with Sample Utterances
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very unlikely that the speaker is discussing famed children’s party performer Turnip the

Clown. As anyone who has had to give an impromptu speech or toast can attest to,

speaking off the cuff can be difficult and there are a lot of starts, stops, and filler words,

and our sample utterances are useful for providing an idea of what might be in there.

Sample utterances are mapped to intents. An intent will often have multiple sample

utterances, but each phrase should be tied to only a single intent. (Even humans have a

problem with picking up on unspoken subtleties.) For your TurnOffLightsIntent, you

might have the following sample utterances:

"Turn off the lights"

"Turn out the lights"

"Turn off my lights"

"Turn out my lights"

"Shut out the lights"

"Shut out my lights"

"Flip the switch down for the lights"

"Make the room pitch black"

"I don’t want the light on any more"

"I don’t want any more lights on"

There are undoubtedly more ways that the user could ask for this. In chapter 2, we’ll

discuss how to come up with sample utterances. The more you provide to the system, the

better it will understand the user and route their intents. Thankfully, you don’t need to

figure out in advance everything that possibly could be said: that would be the mark of a

weak NLU. These systems will take the sample utterances and extrapolate from there.

Sample utterances are like incredibly lax conditionals whose job is to call the correct

functions. You are telling the system: "If something  this is said, then invoke thislike

specific intent."

Your skill is coming along, but it still falls short of your original request to your spouse:

"Will you please shut off the lights in the kitchen when you go to bed?" You could create

intents for every possible room imaginable, or you can use slots.
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If intents are functions, then slots are the arguments passed to a function. When you ask

your spouse to shut off the lights in the kitchen when they go to bed, "turn off lights" is

the intent, or the general action the user wants to accomplish. The slots are information

that can vary within a single action. For example,  the user wants to turn off.which lights

Slots must be tied to utterances so that the platform knows which information that’s

being said is the relevant part that needs to be plucked out and provided to the developer

to handle. Because utterances are always tied to intents, that means that slots are tied to

intents as well. Therefore, the "turn off the lights" intent will have space for a slot

specifying which lights.

Slots will generally be connected to a certain corpus of words (if it’s helpful, you can

think of slots as being typed) that are the training set for the NLU. Like in our sample

utterances example, if your slots are in the domain of musicians, it’s safe to guess that the

user is referring to the Beatles drummer and not the little drummer. You’ll train the NLU

in this by providing a list of expected values. A music skill could have an artists slot

seeded with the top 5,000 artists, while a New York City subway skill will have a slot for

subway stops seeded with all of the stop names.

These slots will appear in specific places in the sample utterances. It’s generally easy for

humans to pluck the relevant details from a conversation, but we need to help computers

along. You want your spouse to not only turn off the lights, but the lights in a specific

room. How does the computer know which room? Remember, the computer doesn’t even

know you’re talking about rooms. You could as easily be talking about the white lights,

the old lights, or the annoying lights. Providing guidance as to where the slot will likely

appear when someone speaks and combining it with the sample set we discussed earlier

makes for a more likely successful match.

With the Alexa Skills Kit, you combine your slots with sample utterances like so:

TurnOffLightsIntent Turn off the {Room} lights

TurnOffLightsIntent Turn off the lights in {Room}

TurnOffLightsIntent In the {Room} turn off the lights

Here Room refers to a specific slot type that has been defined and seeded with sample

values. For example, kitchen, living room, dining room, den, etc. Using the slot and

sample utterances together, the NLU can extrapolate this to match these phrases and

more:

1.5.4 Plucking Pertinent Information from Spoken Text
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"Turn off the kitchen lights"
"Turn off the living room lights"
"Turn off the dining room lights"
"Turn off the den lights"
"Turn off the lights in the kitchen"
"Turn off the lights in the living room"
"Turn off the lights in the dining room"
"Turn off the lights in the den"

Using this knowledge of  the pertinent information could be and  it could be,where what

the Alexa platform can grab that from what the user spoke and send it back your way: the

user wants to turn off the  lights. You use that information in your fulfillment.kitchen

The fulfillment is the code that fulfills the user’s request. This code can run on your own

server, but most commonly it runs on a serverless platform. These platforms run code on

demand, based on certain triggers. For voice-first, two of the most common are AWS

Lambda and Google Cloud Functions.

In the fulfillment, you run all of the code necessary for the specific request. One way to

think of this if you come from the web world is to consider it broadly similar to a

controller. As most of this book is about fulfillment, we won’t go into much depth here

and will leave it for later chapters.

A common slice of the fulfillment might look like the following. Notice that it is tied to a

particular intent and uses a slot that we have defined elsewhere. This example fulfillment

is nothing more than a glorified "Hello World" program, which will say how many letters

are in a word.

Listing 1.1 Handling a request

1.5.5 The Code That Ties it All Together

const WordInfoIntent = {
  ...
  handler() {

    const word = this.event.request.intent.slots.word.value; 
    const length = word.length;
    const firstLetter = word[0];
    const response = 'The word ' + word + ' is ' + length +
      ' letters long and begins with the letter ' + firstLetter;

    return handlerInput.responseBuilder
      .speak(response)
      .getResponse();
  }
}
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The value of the word slot for the current intent for the current user interaction
(request)

In the next chapter, you’ll learn how to implement your own skill. What you need to

know for now is that there is a  ( ) that maps to an intent with thehandler WordInfoIntent

same name. The handler is a function that assembles what the voice assistant is going to

say (here, by combining the length and first letter of the word with explanatory text), then

emits that out for the assistant to share with the user.

After you run your code, you generally need to send information back to the user. As

mentioned before, this can be a multi-modal experience—turning off the lights is also

information—but usually it involves speaking back to the user at a minimum. Most of the

time it is your responsibility to tell Alexa what to say.

The Alexa platform uses something called Speech Synthesis Markup Language, or

SSML. It was created by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), is based on XML,

and is used to differing degrees on Alexa, Google Assistant, and Cortana.

The simplest way to use SSML is to only provide the speech inside the <speak> tag:

<speak>I’m going to turn off the lights now.</speak>

Wrapping the text inside  tags is so fundamental to using SSML that inside thespeak

Alexa Skills Kit SDK it is hidden away from and developers never need to worry about

it. SSML gives developers the ability to change the prosody, or the manner of speaking.

With SSML, you can make Alexa whisper, shout, speak slowly, specify the

pronunciation of words, and more. Google Assistant can do many of these same

functions, but also adds its own, such as layering audio and responses. We’ll look at

SSML together in chapter 7.

Put this all together and the computer uses the text, and the SSML guidance, to respond

to the user. The cycle has come full-circle and the computer is now responding to the

user, starting a conversation.

1.5.6 Telling Alexa What to Say
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Focus on taking the burden of completing an action from the user in voice-first
applications.
Understand that data in a conversation flows back and forth between partners to complete
an action.
Building a voice application involves reliably directing this data between systems.
Begin to think of requests in terms of intents, slots, and utterances.

1.6 Summary
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